Leading Edge
with Geoff Watts 

Geoff Watts : This week we're plunging into the branch of science which has generated more intellectual excitement and more promises of wealth,than almost any other during the past decade,we talk to researchers at the forefront of gene technology. 
"For a bioscientist ten years ago,this would have been an unbelievable picture of the biological response of that cell to that chemical."
"One of the most interesting things that has come out of it,is that nearly half of the genes have never been described before,and these are a unique resource,that we're going to tackle in future programmes in which we aim to determine the function of most of the genes in plants." 
"It's extremely easy to cut and paste DNA,it's a long strand and you simply snip it,and paste it together in different arrangements,and that means it's easy to take out the bits of microorganisms that we don't want,and it's easy to put in other molecules which might help the immune response to respond. 

Geoff Watts : The best known of all today's gene technology exploits is also the biggest project ever undertaken in biology,to sequence the human genome,in other words to analyse the complete set of genetic instructions required to make and operate a human being.We can argue about who should be doing it,and how long it will take,but what's beyond doubt,is that the sequencing will be done,and most likely within 5 years,the question now,is what we do with the libraries of deciphered codes we'll soon be accumulating.On the line is Keith Gall,Professor of Molecular Biology at the University of Manchester. Professor Gall,sequencing is a very exciting business,but it isn't and end in itself,is it? 

Keith Gall : No it's not,and what one should realise is what a genome project does.A genome project gives us the full set of genes,that code for the inherited information of the organism.But it doesn't immediately tell us what those genes do,how they're expressed,or the patterns of expression. [Whilst writing this I'm watching Dr Who and the advent of the Daleks and the genetic mutants,and I've just been struck by the similarity of Steve Hawking and Davros,both brilliant scientists in wheelchairs with genetic induced problems,and who use a speech processor to be heard,was someone at the BBC psychic? -LB] So and analogy I like to use is it's rather like finding a large Meccano set in one's loft,you see all the individual items there,the gearwheels,the bolts,the nuts,the parts of all shapes and sizes.What's missing is that rather nice illustrated manual that describes how to put all those parts together to build let's say a model crane,or in fact,to use the manual....on a different page of the manual,to describe how different combinations of the parts,are used to from a truck.So what we'll have with the Genome Projects essentially is the parts list.What we don't have is really the plan of how those parts are built into different cells,tissues and organs. 

Geoff Watts : How much do we know about the functions of the genes that have already been identified? Because it's not just in humans is it? I mean various other organisms,bacteria and so on have been sequenced.

Keith Gall : Absolutely,we now have round about 12 bacterial genomes,we have the yeast,we will soon have a small worm,serena apditis (??).Now in all of these genomes it's surprising that round about 40% of the genes that have been sequenced,we actually didn't really know existed in the organism,even though many of these organisms have been really the work-horses of biology research over the last 50 years. 

Geoff Watts : So,we're going to accumulate a vast amount of information,the functions remain to be seen,but we are actually getting there quite rapidly aren't we? 

Keith Gall : Oh yes we are,I mean one would imagine that within,you spoke earlier about having within round about 7 years at least,the human genome,but actually,we'll probably be talking about something like 100 genomes of different organisms,sequenced within the next 2-3 years. 

Geoff Watts : Well,whatever else it does ,our knowledge of the human genome,will radically change the way we develop new drugs.Just as our susceptibility to disease is shaped by our genes,so to is our response to medicines and the pharmaceutical industry is eager to exploit this understanding.Any one gene controls a cells output of a particular gene product,a protein vital to some aspect of life.Using a set of new and powerful techniques,it's possible to find out which of one or ten or a hundred genes is activated by a medicine and so bring a new precision to drug design [So much for "meddling" -LB].Dr Graham Bunwar [Don't they ever have simple names? -LB] is a senior researcher at Zeneca pharmaceuticals in Cheshire.The collective term for the enterprise [Is "crew"; as in "crew of the enterprise" -LB] on which his,and other drug companies are now embarking is,"pharmacogenetics". 

Graham Bunwar : Pharmacogenetics,very broadly defined is using our knowledge of human genes and using the associated technology to explore facets of modern discovery of new medicines and the understanding of how these medicines are either efficacious or safe. 

Geoff Watts : Let's now strip it down to the sort of practicalities of what actually goes on.I mean the first step in all this is presumably to identify a set of genes,then I suppose in a sense,what you want to know is,not only what each gene does,but also whether it would be useful to turn it on or turn it off? [There seems to be an idea in genetic determinism,that knowing the working of each individual gene means that the whole system is understood. The deterministic ideas are not cognisant of activity in mathematical circles which suggest that systems such as genes that superficially appear linear and having causes leading straight to effects,in actual fact harbour complex dynamics which cannot be told merely by checking the operation of any given gene.Reservations about the naivety of such a simple view support the intuitive notion that manipulating genes is more complex than it at first seems. Complex systems exhibit both stability and instability in various modes and dependent upon various parameters,the fact that those parameters are not known about until it's too late,as it were is used to say that genetic modification shouldn't be done.But even complex systems can be predicted with some accuracy and the nature of the complexity can be understood-LB (see http://www.members.xoom.com/Templarser/beffect.html and pick "Orchid Fractals"] 

Graham Bunwar : That's right we can use the information to look at the way genes get switched on or switched off,as a consequence of treatment with a particular potential medicine,and that can provide us with a wealth of information about how these drugs work,and potentially identify for us very early in our discovery programmes,issues that might relate to safety and toxicology. 

Geoff Watts : But to take an example,say that you happen to know that a particular gene gets turned on in say a particular cancer,you could then,try and find a way,specifically of switching that gene off,and perhaps doing something about that cancer? 

Graham Bunwar : Yes having identified as you say,a gene that is perhaps switched on in a tumour cell,we have a number of options as to how we might think about using that information in terms of therapy.We could certainly contemplate switching the gene off, [Here is the simple linear idea of cause and effect that genes are like light-switches.It maybe that in certain instances they are,but is it safe to assume all genes work in such a simplistic fashion? I think not.It's also worth remembering that many chemical processes operate in a continual gradation,very few actually switch states,although on-off patterns do occur like in the B-Z reaction.See Templarser Xoom page-LB] alternatively we can contemplate inhibiting the product,the protein product of the gene as it's expressed within a tumour cell. 

Geoff Watts : At this stage,let's go and see what this actually means in practice,the way that this ingenuity is worked out in the laboratory. (Automated machine sounds) John Stageman,your head of research and development for genetics.Let's imagine a particular circumstance where you've got a particular drug and you're interested in finding out exactly what it does,maybe activating or deactivating,turning on or turning off,particular genes at a particular cell line,what's the first thing you'll do? 

John Stageman : We would grow the cells up,and split them into two parts,and expose one part to the chemical of interest and leave one as a control [Actions like this stop people believing an effect has occurred when it hasn't -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Now what will have happened is that the chemical of interest,the drug or potential drug you're looking at,you hope will have turned on some genes or turned off some genes or whatever,and you want to give it time to have that effect before you stop the whole process? 

John Stageman : That's quite correct.I mean the time is dependent on the experiment.If we're looking at very short term responses,we might expose the cells for as short as an hour,but typically the cells would be exposed for about 24 hours. 

Geoff Watts : At that point then what,you smash all the cells up,you have a kind of a soup of genes and gene products? I suppose that would be a fair way to describe it would it? 

John Stageman : That's absolutely right,and we have a sort of a set extraction process,that simply takes the genetic material of interest out of that soup. 

Geoff Watts : But what you want to know about that soup is which genes have been turned on,in other words,the genes or the gene products,the stuff they're making is there in greater amounts,because that's going to tell you what the drug is doing?

John Stageman : Yes that's right. 

Geoff Watts : And that's what this machine here,which is making a noise in the background is doing,is that right? 

John Stageman : Yes,what we can see here is about 1500 probe points,each one contains small amount of DNA or a DNA fragment,which is going to act as a probe for,seeing whether that gene is present or not,in the biological soup from the experiment. 

Geoff Watts : And each.....so you've got your slide,with these however many it is,you know perhaps 50-100 whatever,probes on it,the chemicals,which are known bits of DNA,then you dunk them in the soup,and particular genes within that soup will stick to particular dots of the previous chemical which have been put on the slide? You can't see these things can you?

John Stageman : Well we simply add a fluorescent label,into the soup of genetic product from the experiment. 

Geoff Watts : And then you pop this in a machine which can actually recognise these fluorescent labels,and see wherever you've got genes from your soup stuck on to the probes on the slide? 

John Stageman : That's quite right and in fact standing over here there's a laser scanner,which excites the right fluorescent wavelengths and the little spots show up if they're present. 

Geoff Watts : And what comes out on the screen is an array of dots here,some dark dots,some light dots,the darker the dot,the more of the fluorescent probe that was actually stuck to the gene product presumably? 

John Stageman : That's quite right and all of this is now at the point at which this dot information gets translated into the computer. 

Geoff Watts : Well the computer has now done its bit and instead at actually looking at arrays of dots,we now have a rather beautiful graphic display on the screen of how many genes represented here? 

John Stageman : There's actually about 1600 genes here. 

Geoff Watts : But what we're looking at then is a representation of which genes have been turned on,or up-regulated as you put it,more active and which genes have been turned off or down regulated,less active,that's right? [The less/more suggests they are not operating like light-switches -LB] 

John Stageman : That's right and each one of the blocks,coloured blocks you can see represents and individual gene,and the height above and below,represents how much it's been up-regulated or down - regulated. [This suggests even more strongly that genes have a gradated effect and not a logical on/off effect - LB] 

Geoff Watts : The remarkable thing is we don't know simply what the drug or compound whatever was has done to one or two genes,but dozens,hundreds of genes,I mean we get an extraordinarily detailed picture of what it's doing. 

John Stageman : For a bioscientist 10 years ago,this would have been an unbelievable picture of the biological response of that cell to that chemical. 

Geoff Watts : John Stageman,and before him,Graham Bunwar.Well,joining me now on the line,is John Bell, Nuffield Professor of Clinical Medicine at the University of Oxford,I have to say Professor Bell that that morning at Zeneca was a real revelation [Not one of biblical proportions I hope! -LB] to me,not just seeing those extraordinary computer graphic displays,showing which genes were working and which weren't,but the fact that you could actually watch them turning on and turning off in a kind of sequence over 24 hours,you really felt you could actually see the function of the cell going on in front of you,it is quite extraordinary what we're learning about the way cells work now isn't it? 

John Bell : Yes,it's absolutely exciting,I think for all of us in the field,and there's been a fantastic set of developments in part,because of the interest in this area,both by academic labs,but also by the recent interest of the commercial sector,to be involved in this sorts....sort of science. 

Geoff Watts : Now the question is,how far is all this going to go? Because so far I suppose we tend to think...thought in terms of tailoring medicines to diseases,are we actually going to get to the point where we tailor medicines to individual patients,do you suppose? 

John Bell : I think all of us who practice medicine,and indeed I suspect most patients recognise that no two individuals with a disease are the same. [In that it seems feasible to suggest that a gene cannot have a specific function definitively peculiar to itself such that it has exactly the same effect on every person.Some people can carry a gene that codes for a disease but not actually develop it.The idea that genes are "gradated" rather than on/off might suggest why some people react differently to the same genes,not to mention body chemistry being peculiar to an individual and habits like smoking or drinking which change body chemicals.But I doubt very much that alcohol consumption will change a person's propensity to develop CF or other inherited problem -LB] People have different outcomes from the disease,they respond differently to the drugs they're given,some of them have bad-side effects,other ones don't have any side-effects,and the natural histories of disease vary between individuals,and it's that variation that makes the practice of medicine extremely difficult.One of the things that this genetic information is likely to do,is to provide us with sign posts to indicate groups of patients who are more likely to respond to one drug than another,patients who are likely to have toxic effects from particular drugs,and also genes are likely to allow us to predict people who are going to get into serious trouble from particular diseases as opposed to those who are likely to have a benign course.So it's what we call the" individualisation of therapy" and I think it's inevitable. 

Geoff Watts : Not only inevitable,but clearly you think desirable,that one really is going to get to the point where,in a sense you can have a,well an individual genetic blueprint pushed into your medical record card in the doctor's surgery? [If such a thing occurred insurance companies would love that information,all the more reason to decide what information is private and what is public -LB] 

John Bell : Yes, I think it will be beneficial in the end,for those of us practising medicine and also for the patients,because at the moment,one of our problems is that the healthcare (indistinct),cannot continue to be spread blindly across the whole population,we need to be able to focus our efforts on people and be able to obtain a much better response,and in a much more predictable way than we're able to at the moment. [Does that mean some people won't get healthcare unless they are above a threshold of level of illness? -LB] 

Geoff Watts : We have there,been focusing on people,but in all the excitement about the human genome I suppose we shouldn't forget that plants too have genes,and that exploring them can be every bit as productive as contemplating our own inheritance,Tracy Logan puts on her gardening gloves. (In an English Country Garden plays) 

Tracy Logan : For crazy paving enthusiasts,Aribidopsis Thalleana is a bit of a pest,but at last weeks Chelsea Flower show the little weed found many admirers [I still think it was the best thing on the Flowerpot Men -LB],winning a silver medial because of its value to plant science.Thanks to some illustrious relatives in the brassica family,from turnips and cabbages to oil seed rape,Aribidopsis is a tiny treasure trove of genetic information,something which researchers like Professor Mike Bevan of the John Innes Centre in Norwich,like to plunder for clues towards better crops. 

Mike Bevan : Aribidopsis or Mouse Ear Cress is a small plant,no more than 10 centimetres high,it's got a small rosette of leaves,that forms in the spring time anywhere in the garden,but its favourite places are in the cracks in your paving stones.After a short period of time,it makes a floral spike,which is a long spike,it has long seed pods,and at the tip of the floral spike there are...is a little rosette of microscopic white flowers.This plant has.....grows in many places in the world,from the Arctic Circle to the Cape (indistinct) Islands,it is adapted to grow in a wide variety of conditions,and because of this wide environmental adaptation,it has become a favourite subject for the study of geneticists and recently molecular biologists. 

Tracy Logan : I mean is that what makes it so fascinating for you? 

Mike Bevan : It's got many fascinating aspects to it.The one that interests us most at the moment is that it has a very small amount of DNA in its genome.Many plants,most crop plants,have enormously complex genomes,more complex than the human genome.We have decided to exploit the very small relatively simple genome of Aribidopsis,and obtain the entire sequence of the genome. 

Tracy Logan : Now when you say "sequence",what does that actually mean? 

Mike Bevan : The information content of any organism is found in its DNA,and DNA is a series of bases or information.Now Aribidopsis has 100 million different bases in it.The DNA molecules in Aribidopsis are relatively straightforward and they've been very well characterised in the past in terms of making genetic maps and physical maps of the genome.These maps are like any other map they guide you to where the genes are. 

Tracy Logan : How far have you got so far? 

Mike Bevan : To date,we've accomplished about 30% of the genome,we're 30 million bases are on our computer data bases. 

Tracy Logan : Obviously this is a weed,and most people spend their lives trying to get rid of weeds from their garden.Is their anything you're learning about Aribidopsis which will be useful for perhaps plants we like to use for crops or flowering plants? 

Mike Bevan : All plants,all flowering plants are very closely related.There as closely related as all mammals are to each other.The information that we find in Aribidopsis can,in many cases,be directly used in the improvement of crop plants. (Air filter sounds) 

Tracy Logan : Down in one of the greenhouses,here,I've come to meet you,Dr Harbad,and you're working on actual Aribidopsis plants,and you've got some of them sitting here on trays in front of us,what's you particular area of research? 

Dr Harbad : Well my research group is particularly interested in what it is that makes plants dwarf as opposed to tall,so here you see on the left this is what we would call a normal [So normal is what occurs the most frequently? - LB] Aribidopsis plant it grows,what about 10 inches top a foot tall [Metric for bleeps sake!].Here on the right,you see a mutant plant,which is growing very dwarf. 

Tracy Logan : No stem at all in fact. [But if they were predominantly like that they'd be called "normal" -LB] 

Dr Harbad : No stem at all,and there are little flower buds in there,and eventually it will make some flowers,but it isn't doing right now,and the reason for the difference between this dwarf plant and the tall plant is that the dwarf plant lacks a growth hormone called Giberellin,that enables it to grow to the normal height. 

Tracy Logan : Has that got anything to do with genetics? Dr Harbad : It has a lot to do with genetics in the sense that this mutant plant carries a defective or broken gene within,that stops it from making the Giberellin hormone. [Had we been as PC about plants as we are about people,perhaps it would not be called "defective".The fact is it IS a defect,in that it stops a "normal" process from happening.The exact same things occur in humans and so are "defects" regardless of what PC terminology we use to try to suggest that "defective" people are "normal".Abnormalities DO occur in that they are lower frequency and can be shown to a malfunction in the biological system.Deafness or blindness isn't supposed to happen,it's not NORMAL it's a DEFECT,and treating it as if it isn't and making communities of people with the same defect who all think they are just as "normal" as everyone else is sick.Such people SHOULD be treated differently,they may require help or a device that gives back some of the lost function,and in being a defect,suggests that a fault should be fixed that is why "corrective surgery" is so called. Someone who is blind is not a "blind person" they are a person who happens to blind,and this requires special consideration and different treatment from a "normal" person.This is not to say that they do not have the same rights or privileges or that there is not a human being inside.It also means that evicting such people from movie theatres because they can't see the movie is still as wrong as it is if a PC stance is taken -LB] So,one of the things that we're finding out from our research is that the genetics of plants really plays a key role in determining how plants grow at all kinds of levels. [And it is a short step from determining,to determinism,and in my opinion that is a mistake -LB] 

Tracy Logan : Are you finding more about the genes that control dwarfism from this sequencing project that you're doing here at John Innes? 

Dr Harbad : Yes the sequencing project is terribly important,it's enabled us to find many genes that we didn't know about before,the sequence of the gene tells us a lot about how the protein operates,and helps us to envisage it as a kind of "switch" which actually inhibits plants from growing and is counteracted by the hormone,by Giberellin. [I find it difficult to accommodate this view and John Bell's comments.If people have such varied reactions,then simple switch mechanisms cannot be as simple as one supposes.There maybe a switch like nature to such systems,but it maybe more "fuzzy" than a simple on-off effect.I don't doubt that such researchers know what they're talking about,but the suggestion here of an inhibitory protein counteracted by a hormone,seems at odds with individualised medicine and the reasons for it -LB] 

Tracy Logan : Is there,apart from the scientific interest,in that ,studying how the plant responds to hormones,are there other reasons why you're looking in to it? 

Dr Harbad : Well there are many reasons for looking at this way in which plants control their growth.Dwarfism has been terribly important in horticulture and agriculture for many many years. Gardeners are of course familiar with many different dwarf varieties [So "mutant" abnormal plants can be "natural" -LB] and on top of that,there's enormous agricultural importance associated with this Giberellin growth controlling system too.Dwarf lines are used because the dwarfism brings along with it a greatly increased yield. [So perhaps an argument for not getting rid of "defects" in people.Perhaps a lack of something confers an abundance of something else,and it is not possible to separate them? -LB] 

Tracy Logan : In other words,the plant isn't putting so much energy into creating a stalk,it's putting all of its nutrients the seeds or whatever? 

Dr Harbad : Yeah,you can think of it as a kind of exchange if you like,the plant now puts its energy into making seeds rather than into making stem. [Aubrey Manning in R4's "Origins" used a similar argument to suggest that the brain of man had energy freed up for it to increase in size from the energy no longer required to make gut,by virtue of man becoming bipedal.There was also the suggestion that standing was 60% more effective at temperature regulation since a quadruped has more surface area open to sunlight,and thus there was an incentive in Savannah to stand upright to stay cool -LB] This has been enormously important in the green revolution which has helped to feed the world over the last 20-30 years. [Ref: Animals1:Cblast1.wri].So there are both basic biological reasons for wanting to clone this gene from Aribidopsis and also the possibility that it might tell us more about how these very important agricultural varieties work as well. [So there is not just a physical motivation for doing GM,even if we don't need super food,we need to understand existing food,there is an intellectual incentive for doing such research,as there always in any scientific endeavour -LB] (In an English Country Garden plays) 

Geoff Watts : Plant breeding,but not as we've known it,that report was by Tracy Logan.Professor Gall, the point of this work,I guess,is not so much that anyone really greatly cares about this plant,the Mouse Ear Cress in particular (chortles),it's what it illustrates of what can be done in more general terms? 

Keith Gall : Yes,of course.These organisms such as yeast or Aribidopsis are extremely good laboratory models.They're very tractable to work with as a bioscientist.But of course for instance in Aribidopsis,by studying genes such as stress genes,one can understand them,and then develop those traits in obviously broad leafed crops such as sugar beet [Ref:Animals1:Cblast1.wri],for instance. Similarly,one could rehearse the argument with the model organism,yeast,where in one of the major outcomes of the yeast genome project,is that 25% of the genes that have been over the last 10-15 years identified in man,has been associated with particularly inherited diseases,have also been identified now,in that yeast genome,in some form,in a similar form of gene.Genes which in man are associated with Alzheimers,Colon Cancers,Myotonic Dystophry and so on. [So as well as intellectual reasons for GM research into foodstuffs we also have payoffs in insights into diseases,because there are common threads via DNA -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Well..... 

Keith Gall : So this gives us that opportunity to study the function in real depth,in the laboratory,in more simple organisms. 

Geoff Watts : Well let's...let's at this point now go back to humans,and to another branch of science which set out to...which is set to experience the bracing effects of gene technology,and that's the development of new vaccines. Conventionally,there are two ways of making a vaccine.One is to attenuate or weaken a microbe,inject it,and so give the person being vaccinated a very mild does of the disease in question.Priming the bodies immune defence system [Geoff Watts starts "The Enemy Within"(Audio:Fuji c90 4/[Science 1] Porter1) on R4 next Tuesday,on the immune system -LB] in this way,prompts it to react faster and more vigorously,following any later infection with the same microorganism.The alternative is to smash the organism into bits and pieces,extract just one or a few substances to which the bodies immune system is known to respond and inject that instead.Both methods work,but neither is so good that it can't be improved,hence the attempts to manufacture what are called "DNA vaccines".As head of the Edward Jenna Institute of Vaccine Research at Newbury in Berkshire,Professor Peter Beverly,is well-placed to outline the advantages and the make-up of DNA vaccines. 

Peter Beverly : Well the DNA of course is the genetic code which specifies the proteins,the building blocks of cells,and it is of course the DNA from microorganisms,it might be the DNA from polio virus,it might be the DNA from rubella virus or measles virus,so it's from the microorganisms. 

Geoff Watts : So instead of using a bit of the microorganism or a weakened version,you actually use the code which specifies the make-up of that organism? 

Peter Beverly : Yes that's absolutely right.It is...it's not the material itself,the protein itself,which is what the immune system responds to,but it is the DNA which codes for that protein,and in fact you act as a factory,to make some of that protein,once the DNA has been introduced into your body,and your immune system responds not to the DNA,but to the protein,which is specified by the code of the DNA. [That sounds like a very dubious scenario to me,it seems like setting fire to a factory to get the sprinkler system to work,but then the whole notion of a vaccine is like that,this seems more like as if there is fire rather than water coming out of the sprinklers! -LB] 

Geoff Watts : So go into that in a little more detail,you introduce the DNA into the body,and what happens to the DNA once it's inside the body? 

Peter Beverly : Well that's the key thing.The DNA has to get into some of your cells,so in that sense it's acting just like a virus,so in the same way some of the DNA,which is introduced into your body,as a vaccine,gets into some cells,is then translated into the building materials,the proteins and those are then produced and stimulate the immune system. [A question occurred to me :Is it right that a state system should inject children with vaccine on a compulsory basis in order to prevent epidemics,or should they have the right to object to it? What kind of freedom and liberty do you have if you are forced to be injected with a substance against your will "for your own good" ? -LB] 

Geoff Watts : This seems fiersomely ingenious,but what do you see as the advantages of doing it this way, rather than the traditional way of effectively,sort of you grinding up a bit of the organism and injecting the whole thing? 

Peter Beverly : Well there are some advantages,several advantages actually.The first is that DNA is very nice stable stuff,it's easy to make in large quantities,it will be very cheap [So high profits for drug companies then? -LB].It's easy to transport around at room temperature,it doesn't deteriorate like many of the vaccines which we have at the moment.The second thing that's very important about it,is that it's extremely easy to cut and paste DNA,it's a long strand and you simply snip it and paste it together in different arrangements and that means it's easy to take out the bits of microorganisms that we don't want,the bits that cause disease in you,and it's easy to put in other molecules which might help the immune response to respond,these are sort of chemical messengers[Messenger RNA?- LB],which the immune system uses itself to talk to other bits of the immune system.So you can stick in those molecules and stimulate a good immune response. 

Geoff Watts : How do you get the genetic material,the DNA message to where you want it? I mean you can't just shoot it into the blood stream and hope it will go where you want can you? 

Peter Beverly : This is one of the present stumbling blocks in DNA vaccines,which we have to overcome if they're going to be really efficient.There are several methods of delivery at the moment, you can shoot it on little particles into the skin [There is a gas diffusion method that does this,which I've heard of,which this sounds like,which works rather like Dr "Bones" McCoy's injections in Star Trek.Being squeamish and terrified of needles,this would be a boon,but I just wish extraction of blood could be done the same way -LB],this is completely painless,they're such small particles you don't feel them.You can inject it of course,as you would any other vaccine into a muscle,and in fact you can encapsulate it in Gelatine,or something like that,that will resist the acid in the stomach,and you can swallow it,and some of it gets in. The problem is,not enough gets in to right cells.There's a key cell in the immune response which kick starts the immune response,it's called an "antigen presenting cell",but we don't get DNA efficiently into enough of those at moment,and we have to find ways of improving that. [I'm not certain that we should,it seems a little like being given a cold and measles to get rid of measles -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Can you foresee ways that might be followed,in order to do...to achieve this end? 

Peter Beverly : Well,yes we can ,and we may have to paradoxically,go back to a strategy that almost sounds like a virus.Viruses have receptors,sort of locks and keys,to latch on to host cells,the human cells,and get into them,and we may have to provide the same sort of lock/key system,to coat our DNA with a key and that will then plug into a lock on a cell,and we are learning about the right locks and keys for these antigen presenting cells,which are the cells that we need to get our DNA into.So I think we will be able to do that in a year or two. [This is an old recording -LB] [So what we saying is that we engineer a virus that is capable of delivering DNA into human cells for the purpose of manufacturing given proteins.Are any alarm bells ringing here? "Life will find a way" as Jeff Goldblum said as the Chaotician in Jurassic Park,how do we know that such a system will not be accosted by other organisms or will start to produce proteins we don't want? This seems like another area where reductionist science is not capable of learning the lessons of Chaos Theory.The system is non-linear,the idea that there are simple cause and effect rules is naive -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Professor Peter Beverly with a kind of man made virus. [I think there are more dangers from superbugs on the strength of this than there is from GM per se -LB] Professor Bell is there anything,as many people think,slightly sinister in knowing so much about the genetic make-up of ourselves and other species? 

John Bell : No I don't believe so,I don't believe there's anything about knowledge which is sinister [No knowledge isn't sinister,but ignorance is,and it can kill.It is lack of knowledge and substitution of it with belief that is sinister -LB].I think that we shouldn't be afraid to look inside the box and see what's there.The issue is how do we deal with the information when we know it? And I think that involves a dialogue with the whole population.Everyone needs to be involved in that discussion as to how that information is to be used. [That's true,but in order to do so they have to be informed and not judge from a position of bias, ignorance or superstitious belief.Having an ethical objection to the use of blood is one thing if your JW,but objecting to others using it if it is safe because of your beliefs is not sound.Proving it isn't safe is another story.The same goes for GM,having superstitious notions of Frankeinstein "meddling" isn't good enough,it is necessary to show what actual dangers exist -LB] 

Geoff Watts : Professor Gall do you share that view,that this...that knowledge in the end is worth acquiring,and even if some people do think it is sinister,this is no reason not to proceed in that direction? [It's not a reason,it's a belief -LB] 

Keith Gall : Absolutely Geoff,in fact we shouldn't be afraid about this as John bell says.What's very important to realise that this is really the most important and influential example of human endeavour and achievement in .....as we move towards the end of this century,and it is going to happen [Inevitable -LB],and it's about...the debate really is about how we're going to handle that information. 

Geoff Watts : One thing we can't do I imagine,is really predict what's going to be happening in about 5 years time.Predicting what's going to happen in 20-30 years time,I would have though is completely impossible,would you agree with that? Keith Gall? 

Keith Gall : Yes I would,in part,but I think that,to pick up earlier,there may well be a move from what we...you would call generic information on "the human genome" for instance in the area of medicine,to actually much more information on,and individual person's genome. 

Geoff Watts : And there I think we're going to have to leave it.Professor Gall,Professor Bell,thank you both.Next week in Leading Edge it's the turn of the Earth Sciences.So we'll be looking downwards,down beneath the sea bed at the temperature and pressure found in the ground under some of the world's oceans there are vast sheets of frozen methane,the significance of all this ice-like gas ranges from the practical to the potentially disastrous.But that's for next time. 



